Abstract
INTRODUCTION
egmentation algorithms are based on one of two basic properties of intensity values discontinuity and similarity. First category is to partition an image based on abrupt changes in intensity, such as edges in an image. Second category is based on partitioning an image into regions that are similar according to predefined criteria. Histogram Threshold approach falls under this category. This paper taken the study the second category (threshold techniques) in this case their are more studies take this subject can be give some of these studies briefly. Threshold segmentation techniques can be grouped in three different classes: 1st.Local techniques are based on the local properties of the pixels and their neighborhoods .2nd Global techniques segment an image on the basis of information obtain globally (e.g. by using image histogram; global texture properties ). 3rd Split, merge and growing techniques use both the notions of homogeneity and geometrical proximity in order to obtain good segmentation results. Finally image segmentation, a field of image analysis, is used to group pixels into regions to determine an image's composition. [1] [2] . They are proposed an auto-adaptive threshold method of twodimensional (2-D) histogram based on multi-resolution analysis (MRA), decreasing the calculation complexity of 2-D histogram whereas improving the searching precision of multi-resolution threshold method. Such method originates from the extraordinary segmentation effects achieved by 2-D histogram threshold segmentation method through the spatial correlation of gray level and the flexibility as well as efficiency of the threshold searching of multi-resolution threshold segmentation method. Experiments results demonstrated that such method can obtain segmentation results similar with the exhaustive 2-D histogram method, whereas the calculation complexity decreases exponentially with the increase of resolution level [3] . The image threshold problem is treated as an important issue in image processing, and it can not only reduce the image data, but also lay a good foundation for succulent target recognition and image understanding. Character of global threshold segmentation and local threshold was analyzed in image segmentation. A new threshold statistic iterative arithmetic is presented to overcome the direct worth method in threshold, aiming at some lighting asymmetry and the abrupt a blemish for, or bigger arithmetic figure in ratio in a variety in gray of background image. Statistics iterative threshold segmentation, based on image gray histogram and Gauss statistics distributing, obtain the theory expression of statistics iterative method and the best worth threshold method and steps. Aviation image was threshold segmentation using statistic iterative arithmetic, histogram technique and adaptive method respectively. Compared three threshold results, it shows that statistic iterative method greatly improved the anti-noise capability of image segmentation and had the good result to the image of the worth and not easy to segment in full value threshold method [4] . Fuzzy C-means its improvement methods algorithm and strategies for remote sensing image segmentation can offer less iterations times to converge to global optimal solution. At the same time, it has good stability and robustness. Its good effect of segmentation can improve accuracy and efficiency of remote sensing image threshold segmentation [5] . Threshold techniques can be categorized into two classes: global threshold and local (adaptive) threshold. In the global threshold, a single threshold value is used in the whole image. In the local threshold, a threshold value is assigned to each pixel to determine whether it belongs to the foreground or the background pixel using local information around the pixel. Because of the advantage of simple and easy implementation, the global threshold has been a popular technique in many years [6] [7] [8] .
THRESHOLDS
Threshold is one of the widely methods used for image segmentation. It is useful in discriminating foreground from the background. By selecting an adequate threshold value T, the gray level image can be converted to binary image. The binary image should contain all of the essential information about the position and shape of the objects of interest (foreground). The advantage of obtaining first a binary image is that it reduces the complexity of the data and simplifies the process of recognition and classification. The most common way to convert a gray-level image to a binary image is to select a single threshold value (T). Then all the gray level values below this T will be classified as black (0), and those above T will be white (1). The segmentation problem becomes one of selecting the proper value for the threshold T. A frequent method used to select T is by analyzing the histograms of the type of images that want to be segmented. The ideal case is when the histogram presents only two dominant modes and a clear valley (bimodal). In this case the value of T is selected as the valley point between the two modes. In real applications histograms are more complex, with many peaks and not clear valleys,
.
AUTOMATIC THRESHOLDS
Automatically selected threshold value for each image by the system without human intervention is called an automatic threshold scheme. This is requirement the knowledge about the intensity characteristics of the objects, sizes of the objects, fractions of the image occupied by the objects and the number of different types of objects appearing in the image
THRESHOLD TECHNIQUES
Threshold technique is one of the important techniques in image segmentation. This technique can be expressed as:
T=T[x, y, p(x, y), f(x, y] (1) Where: T is the threshold value. x, y are the coordinates of the threshold value point. p(x,y) ,f(x,y) are points the gray level image pixels. Threshold image g(x,y) can be define:
This paper applied five threshold techniques:
4.1Mean Technique
This technique used the mean value of the pixels as the threshold value and works well in strict cases of the images that have approximately half to the pixels belonging to the objects and the other half to background. This technique case rarely happens.
P-Tile Technique
The p-tile technique uses knowledge about the area size of the desired object to the threshold an image. The P-tile method is one of the earliest threshold methods based on the gray level histogram [5] . It assumes the objects in an image are brighter than the background, and occupy a fixed percentage of the picture area. This fixed percentage of picture area is also known as P%. The threshold is defined as the gray level that mostly corresponds to mapping at least P% of the gray level into the object. Let n be the maximum gray level value, H (i) be the histogram of image (i = 0. n), and P be the object area ratio. The algorithm of the P-tile method is as follows: S=sum (H(i)) (3) Let f=s For k=1 to n f=f-H(k-1) If (f/t) <p then stop T=k Where: S total area of image f is the initialize all area as object area T is the final threshold value This method is simple and suitable for all sizes of objects. It yields good anti-noise capabilities; however, it is obviously not applicable if the object area ratio is unknown or varies from picture to picture [6] .
Histogram Dependent Technique (HDT)
The histogram based techniques is dependent on the success of the estimating the threshold value that separates the two homogonous region of the object and background of an image. This required that, the image formation be of two homogonous and will-separated regions and there exists a threshold value that separated these regions. The (HDT) is suitable for image with large homogonous and will separate regions where all area of the objects and background are homogonous and except the area between the objects and background. This technique can be expressed as:
Where: C (T) is the within-group variance. P 1 (T) is the probability for group with values less than T. P 2 (T) is the probability for group with values greater than T. σ 1 (T) is the variance of group of pixels with values less than or equal T.σ 2 (T) is the variance of group of pixels with values greater than T.
EMT Technique
The threshold image by using edge maximization technique (EMT) is used when there are more than one homogenous region in image or where there is a change on illumination between the object and its background. In this case portion of the object may be merged with the background or portions of the background may as an object. To this reason any of the automatic threshold selection techniques performance becomes much better in images with large homogenous and well separated regions. This techniques segmentation depend on the research about the maximum edge threshold in the image to start segmentation that image with help the edge detection techniques operators ( for example kiresh operator technique).
Visual Technique
These techniques improve people's ability to accurately search for target items. These techniques are similar to one another P-Tile technique in that they all use the component segments of original images in novel ways to improve visual search performance but it is different from p-tile don't active when the noise is present in the image .
EXPERIMENTS VERIFICATIONS 5.1Testing Procedure
The threshold segmentation was implemented using (MATLAB R2007a, 7.4a) and tested the segment techniques on the three images illustrated in the Figure 1 . The performance results applied on the three types of satellite images illustrated in the figures (2), (3) and (4). 
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CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the comparative studies applied by using five techniques of threshold segmentation techniques image: Mean method,
P-Tile method, Histogram Dependent Technique (HDT), Edge Maximization Technique (EMT) and visual
Technique on the three satellite image illustrated in Fig.1 .Acomparative study are explained & experiments are carried out for different techniques HDT and EMT techniques respectively are the best techniques for threshold techniques images. This result can be seen in the Figures.1, 2and 3.
